
Six-week old Red-crowned Amazon Parrot
chicks in the nest.

Lilac-crowned Amazon Parrots in
different stages of growth.

Baby blues
By JOANNA ECKLES, World Parrot Trust

In conjunction with our fieldwork on the Blue-throated Macaw (Ara glaucogularis)
we continue to work towards establishing a captive breeding and release aspect of
the project in Bolivia. A captive flock there could help bolster the work being done
with the highly endangered wild population.
In late 2002 we acquired the first captive birds that could eventually populate the
Bolivian captive breeding program. They are being housed and cared for at Natural
Encounters Inc, (NEI) in Florida. See photos and an article about these birds in
PsittaScene Vol 17 No 1 February 2005 issue.

The captive birds appear to be on board with the plan! Of 11 birds acquired from Saint
Catherine’s island, The New York Zoological Society, four pairs have been set up in
private chambers with nest boxes for breeding at NEI. Two of the pairs have already
hatched at least one chick each.

The NEI staff first heard the oldest chick in the nest box in January 2006. The breeding
birds are given as much privacy as possible and were allowed to rear their chicks on
their own. Unfortunately, as this chick matured, the keepers suspected one of the
parents might be over preening it. The male of the pair has a bald head from over
preening by the female. To protect the otherwise healthy chick from being plucked bald,
it was removed to complete rearing and will be returned to the flock as soon as
possible. 

The second chick is now five weeks old and doing well under the watchful eye of its
parents. We will keep you informed on this flock and on further plans, if any, for
moving them to Bolivia. If you’ve read our many articles about working with the wild
birds, you know that permits and related logistics are sometimes very cumbersome to
navigate. You also know that in general we don’t stress captive breeding and release as
a 1st tier solution for most wild parrots. We continue to discuss the captive breeding
aspect of this project with Bolivian authorities and collaborators because it may be a
tactic we use down the road. Our utmost priority to date has been to support the wild

population in every way we can.
These birds are the focus of our work.
It may be that the many and varied
ways we can assist these wild birds in
successfully fledging chicks in the
wild will be enough. But because it
may not, we are thankful to NEI for
their continued dedicated care for the
captive flock. Ultimately, what they
and other breeders have learned about
successfully raising Blue throats
could have real positive
repercussions in the wild.
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